Cutting edge: restoration of the ability to generate CTL in mice immune to adenovirus by delivery of virus in a collagen-based matrix.
Viruses are commonly used for the delivery of genes coding for tumor-associated Ags to elicit tumor-specific immune responses. The success of viral vectors has been limited in preclinical and clinical trials in part because of antiviral immunity. We investigated the ability of a collagen-based matrix (Gelfoam; Pharmacia and Upjohn, Kalamazoo, MI) to improve CTL activation by recombinant adenovirus. The data show that coinjection of Gelfoam with type 5 adenovirus recombinant for prostate-specific Ag (Ad5-PSA) enhanced CTL activation. Ad5-PSA priming in Gelfoam also abrogated the inhibitory effects of adenoviral immunity on CTL activation in mice naive to PSA but immune to adenovirus. Finally, Gelfoam enhanced immunization in a self-Ag model using type 5 adenovirus recombinant for membrane-bound OVA (Ad5-mOVA) in rat insulin promoter (RIP)-mOVA-transgenic mice. Thus, Gelfoam enhances CTL activation by recombinant viral vectors in a setting where preformed Ab to the virus is present and also in a tolerant self-Ag model.